Today is the start of the 9th Project For Awesome (P4A), a YouTube fundraiser hosted by the Green brothers. P4A is a sort of new age telethon that raises money for non-profits all over the world. They had a 48-hour live stream which included hilarious video shorts as people joining in paid. They also give out awesome perks for donations. Last year the fundraiser raised over $1,000,000 before tax, that is split between 35 groups. The best part about this is that only money taken out of donations goes to helping shipping costs of perks. Everything else you donate will go directly to non-profits. You can also help choose where your money goes by voting for the organization you support. The P4E Engineers without Borders team has a video that you can vote for if you would like to support an S&T organization, just follow this address http://www.projectforawesome.com/watch?v=AiK4vrDPGyk.

Don’t forget to check out the live stream and all the perks you can get by donating!

Service Spotlight

Juvenile Diabetes Research Foundation

On the weekend of September 30th, eighty gentlemen of Alpha Kappa ventured to St. Louis to help the Juvenile Diabetes Research Foundation (JDRF) with their annual One Walk. The 5K pledge walk, hosted by MilliporeSigma, anticipated raising nearly $1 million this year for juvenile diabetes research. Preparing for the event, the brothers were tasked with setting up tables, chairs, tents, and course routes for the walk. The morning of the walk, the Pikes assisted registration, parking, and various activities. At the conclusion of the 5K, all eighty members cleaned up the event grounds, stacked chairs and tables, and broke down the course routes. Pike remains a strong supporter for JDRF and we appreciate the opportunity to serve our community.
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